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Why I am a “Nazi”
The author of this article was recruited by the NSDAP/AO in early 2014 and
immediately became an extremely valuable co-worker. This National Socialist
comrade played a key role in our Video Project in the spring of 2014, which,
in turn, enabled the NS NEWS BULLETIN expansion the following spring.
No one is more surprised than I am to find myself a late-life convert to an ideology that has been so maligned as to be
popularly understood as the most evil
thought-crime possible and the brainchild of the most evil man to walk the
earth, National Socialism and Adolf Hitler.
I have, throughout my life, been a devout worshipper of the truth, where ever
it may be and in whatever form it may
take. This has led me down some interesting paths in life. Sometimes these
paths have been reviled by family members who were not so honest in their
dealings and certainly made it increasingly difficult to work in a world that is
increasingly corrupt and soulless. I
have finally come to a point in life
where I am of an age and physical state
that work is impossible, but the shining
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truth, in all its glory, still abides in me and the actions I choose to take. I have
found it a worthy and faithful companion through life.
One thing I have found out about the truth is, while it lives in one heart, it does
not die. It takes no special supports and complex of lies and subterfuges to not only exist, but thrive and prosper. In fact, no system of justice and laws can be considered viable without it. In essence, it has the characteristics of fire and air, earth
and water. It is very much like a force of nature, but it abides in the human
heart. Conversely, any enemy of the truth is ultimately doomed, just the sheer
amount of energy required to hide it is unsustainable over the long term. The
handmaiden of truth is “unintended consequences,” otherwise known as
“homeostasis,” another force of nature. In the broader view of things, truth and
reality-as-it-is must prevail.
The ground of National Socialism is the immutable laws of nature, and thus truth
is of inestimable value for it can only be defined by those laws. Our understanding of truth only changes if we were mistaken about the laws of nature. The wise
man or woman thus revises his or her understanding of truth to comply with his or
her observations of nature. When these understandings are correct and align with
these forces, we call these inalienable truths. When we err, we have the duty to
revise accordingly or suffer the consequences designed for those who deny nature
and life.
I, like most persons today, was educated by the Marxist-controlled public educational system. This fanatical anti-life and anti-nature, and by definition anti-truth,
and false religion is a human-made demon that requires tremendous amounts of
energy in the form of human support, to exist. To go against the very currents of
life and nature itself takes tremendous amounts of human denial, fear, and
lies. Such a system must necessarily run inefficiently and have human-designed
consequences that are feared more than death itself. Only mediocrity can remain. Any system of true merit is, in spirit, counter to this monster. I found myself at root completely incompatible with such lies and subterfuge.
The myth that the majority support this anti-truth, anti-merit, anti-life behemoth
keeps many people in silent complicity. The very best in athletics and scholastics
of our race know something is terribly wrong for they are in a position to see it
most clearly. Today, the best are punished. Tomorrow, they may be taken out and
shot. To question this human-enforced order of things is unforgiveable, yet, unavoidable for the best of minds. It is not hard to see that the world has somehow
been turned upside down. Wrong has become right. The future dystopia is upon
us.
When a questioning mind like mine confronts what it has been told is pure evil
in National Socialism and really looks into it—say, it reads Mein Kampf and does
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not find the ravings of a madman, but the measured observations of a brilliant political mind, it can only wonder what other lies have been told. Looking deeper
into the newsreel footage of the time reveals a clean and orderly National Socialist
society that is happy and fruitful. That greatest of evil men who walked the earth
does not hide behind bullet proof shields, but walks freely among the people who
are radiantly happy and healthy. His confidence is palpable. This contrasts sharply with the misery of our current age and the politicians who lie and hide behind
shields and only make controlled appearances in scripted environments.
And to think this is what the allies firebombed? Really?! It boggles and repels the
mind.
A serious look into the Jewish question reveals an alien cabal that as a tiny minority truly does control the media and finance, as well as all other levers of power, controlling even the opposition viewpoints! One can only come to the conclusion that Hitler was guilty only of disconnecting from these powers of interest
slavery and enjoying a few sweet years of freedom and widespread prosperity as a
result. Only a Jewish led world war was capable of destroying the powerhouse of
a free people and then propagandizing them as “evil” forever after. The final goal,
certainly, is to make resistance of any kind illegal, as anti-Semitism, and punishable by death as it was the last time they had complete power during the Jewish-led
Red Terror. Further inquiry into the issue reveals a complex of lies and groundless
allegations that are astonishing in their scope and depth. A thinking person in full
command of his capabilities can only come to the rational conclusion that further
resistance is compulsory if truth, freedom, and prosperity are ever to become the
birthright of Germanic people again.
The dream of freedom and prosperity and life in harmony with nature is not an
impossible dream. It is the only dream there is. What our duty lies in today is
teaching our young this truth and instilling in them the knowledge that truth and
freedom are not only possible but worth fighting for in the most intelligent and efficient way possible and yes, ultimately, worth dying for. Keeping the kernels of
truth alive is the most subversive and life-affirming action that can be taken. Support merit-based systems whenever and wherever you can. Support pure science,
support beauty and balance, support nature, support true justice over vengeance,
support freedom of speech, and support the truth. Support your racial kind however and whenever possible. In these actions, you keep alive a fire from which all
other good things can spring. Keeping alive the memory of the Third Reich is the
richest source of rebuilding what has been lost that there is. Support keeping
available Mein Kampf and other seminal National Socialist writings. Keep hard
copies in your libraries and discuss these when you can. In time, it is inevitable
that they will again be taken up by the mindful people of our race. All things
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come again in their time.
This faith in truth and freedom will never die until the last of us is gone from the
face of this earth. Such an earth will not be fit to live in for any race, let alone
ours. But, until this time has come, it is our duty to continue to strive on. Let the
light of truth light your way. Nature is an unstoppable force. Align with Her and
the future is ours.
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Strength Through Laughter:
Introduction
Baron
Everybody has heard the wild rumors about “secret bases.”
In South America.
On the South Pole.
On the dark side of the moon.
And, of course, in Nebraska!

What is fact? What is fiction?
I can help! But you know the old saying:

I could tell you.
But then I would have to kill you.
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This poses a dilemma for me. After all, our firm has a strict policy to STAY LEGAL. And homicide is not legal in the state of Nebraska. (Besides, you folks are
not cattle rustlers!)
So I cannot reveal too much. But I can reveal a little.
First, let me prove my honesty by admitting that a few of the rumors are indeed
true. (Besides, it would be downright silly and counterproductive to deny the obvious.)

We are overstaffed and overpaid.
(And allegedly oversexed.)
The private jets, skyscraper offices, and beautiful secretaries are indeed nice.
However, some of us also occasionally work for long hours.
And there is another thing.

Some of our co-workers are weird.
Especially the Senior Executives! (And the guys in the Research and Development
Department.)
Naturally, this sometimes causes friction.
Nonetheless
OUR MORALE IS VERY GOOD!
We laugh at ourselves. And at our colleagues.

“In-jokes” are an
important part of
our “corporate culture.”
Our Human Resources Department has organized two teams. These teams compete. The goal is to see which team can tease the other team the most.
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STRENGTH THROUGH LAUGHTER
is our version of
STRENGTH THROUGH JOY!
The contestants now have a SECOND goal:

ENTERTAIN YOU!
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